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Abstract

The expressive power of pure deductive
database
such as DATALOG
and stratified
languages,
DATALOG’,
1s limited m a sense that some useful
queries such as fun&on5
mvolvmg aggregation
are
not definable m these Ianguages
It has been shown
that the class of DATALOG
queries 1s equivalent to
the class YE+ of queries definable by a jixpoznt operator applied to a posztzve exfstentaal query [CH82],
and the class of stratified
DATALOG’
queries 1s
a strict subset of the class FP of jixpoznt quertes
[Dah87, KP88]
Th e class FP IS a subset of the
class RQ of whzle querzes [CH80] However, there are
many reasonable queries which are not m RQ As
a typical example, consider the query EVEN which
returns TRUE d the size of the input database domam 1s even, and returns FALSE otherwise (the input
database contains no relations)
The query EVEN
1s not m RQ [CH80] Other query classes defined by
procedural database languages have also been consldered One example 1s the class of bounded loop querzes
which although subsumes EVEN, but the bounded
loop construct
still lacks the abdlty to define the
query EQUAL which checks the equality of the Sizes
of two relations [Cha88] Chandra [Cha81] has shown
that even by addmg counters (natural number variables) to RQL, 1 e the language defining RQ, RQ still
does not subsume the query EVEN
Although
RQL
can be expanded by adding genel’zc vu7 z&es [Cha81],
the notion of wade relntzons employed m the extended
language makes the query language potentially
mefficient, and often umntmtlve
for use m practice
[ChaM]
On th e other hand, a quick remedy for
the expressive power of FP 1s to add a hear
orderzng on the domain of the database
With the lmear
ordering, FP IS identical to the class of poZynom~uZ-

The expresslvc
power of pure deductive
database
languages, such db DATALOG
and ctrntzjied
DATALOG’,
1s lumted
u, a sense that some useful queries such as
functions
mvolvmg
aggregntzon are not definable m these
languages
Our concern m this paper 1s to provide a unlform logic framework
for deductive
databases with greater
eupressl\e
powel
It has been shown that with a linear
ordering
on the donlam of the database,
the expressire
power of some database
languages
can be enhanced so
that some f~nctlons
mvolvmg
aggregation
can be defined
Yet, a duect nnplementation
of the linear ordermg m deductlve
database
languages
may seeIn umntmt~ve,
and
may not be very efficient
to use in practice
We propose a logic for deductive
databases
which employs the
notion of “identifying
each tuple ut a relation”
Through
the use of these tuple-zdentzficatlons,
different
linear ordermgs are defined as a result
Thus ultuitlvely
explains
the reason why our logic has greater expressive
power
The proposed
logic language 1s non-determznzstzc
111 nature However, non-determnnsm
IS not the real reason for
the enhanced expressive power
A deternumstlc
subset of
the programs
m this language 1s ~on2~.putat2onal
complete
m the sense that it defines all the computable
determznzstzc querzes
Although
the problem of deciding whether a
program 1s m this subset 1s m general undecidable,
we clo
provide a rather general sufficient
test for identifying
such
Also discussed m this paper 1s an extended noprograms
tion of queries which allows both the input and the output
of a query to contain znterpteted
constants of an mfirute
domain
We show that extended queries mvolvmg
aggregatlon can al50 be defined m the language
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Power

Introduction

‘Ablteboul

and Vmnu [4V87,
4V88] have shown that the
for wde relations can be dispensed with by adding
mventad values which we new elements that do not appear in
the database
or m the romputatlon
until the tmw they are
created
The languages
considered
m this paper do not mvolve
this concept
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For determlmstlc
IDLOG queries, the evaluation
can
be m general more efficient
The rest of this paper 1s organized as follows
In
Sectlon 2 IDLOG 1s presented, the expressive power
of IDLOG 1s explored in Section 3, Section 4 shows
how IDLOG defines general queries mvolvmg aggregation In IDLOG,
the evaluation
of IDLOG queries
1s briefly discussed In Section 5, Section 6 concludes
the paper

tzme queries [Saz80, Var82, Imm86] and RQ 1s the
same as the class of polynomzal-space
querzes [Var82]
Therefore, both of them subsume the query EVEN
(EVEN 1s a polynomial-time
query)
Yet, as argued
In [Cha88], th e 1mear ordering may seem umntultlve
for the programmer, and may not be very efficient to
use in practice Accordmgly,
a direct lmplementatlon
of the linear ordering In deductive databases may not
be favorable
As for complex-object
languages, COL with untyped sets under both stratzfied semantzcs and anftataonary semantzcs has been shown to be computatlonal complete m [HS89]
There are also some
algebra-based and calculus-based complex-object
languages which are computational
complete as shown
m [HS89] In this paper, however, we consider languages with only atomic objects We propose a logic,
IDLOG (LOGlc with tuple-IDentlficatlons),
for deductive databases which employs the notion of “ldenOur logic 1s nontlfylng each tuple m a relation”
determznzstzc2 In a sense that we may get different
answers for the same query accordmg to different asslgnments of tuple-ldentlficatlons
(tld’s for short) 111
each relation
However, non-determlmsm
1s not the
real reason for the enhanced expressive power
The
class of computable determznzstzc querzes 1s subsumed
by the class of determanzstzc querzes defined by a subset of IDLOG programs
Although
the problem of
decldlng whether a program 1s m this subset 1s In
general undecidable,
we do present a rather general
sufficient test for ldentlfymg
such programs
The resulting class of queries defined by programs recognized by this test still subsumes the queries EVEN
and EQUAL
Furthermore,
If we allow both the input and the output of a query to contain znterpreted
constants, such as natural numbers, we can define
Aggremore general queries mvolvmg aggregation
gate functions are useful m database systems, especially m statlstlcal
databases
In [Klu82], relational
algebra and relational
calculus are extended to melude aggregate functions, which are then extended
111 [OOMPH] to relations with set-valued attributes
Aggregate functions 111deductive databases have also
been considered m languages with complex objects
111[AB88] and [Che88] In these languages, aggregate
functions are used as built-m functions
In this paper, our concern, however, 1s to provide a umform
logic frameworh for deductive databases with greater
expressive power, .$0 that, as a consequence, general
aggregate functions can be defined
IDLOG queries
can be evaluated by a slight modlficatlon
of some eaisting strategies for elaluatlng
logic program queries

2

IDLOG

In this section, we first define the notion of IDrelataons, and the syntax and semantics of IDLOG
Then the intended
semantics of IDLOG
programs
1s given which 1s a natural extension of the perfectmodel semantics of logic programs [Prz88b, Prz88a]

2.1

ID-relations

In this paper, we only consider flat ?elatzons, 1 e relations contammg
no complex objects such as sets
and lists
Fun&on
symbols are excluded as well3
Consider a countably
lnfimte set U, called the unzversa1 domaan An unanterpl eted domaan (u-domam
for short) 1s a fimte subset of U, and the anterpreted
domaan 1s the set N of natural numbers 0, 1, 2,
Suppose m, n >_ 0 The types defined In the followmg
are 0, 1 sequences An extended relataon (lelatzon for
short) of type s1
h with u-domain D 1s a (posx D, such that for
sibly infinite) subset of D1 x
a = 1, m, D, = D if s, = 0, and D, = N if s, = 1
Suppose for 3 = 1, n, TV 1s a finite relation of type
a3 with u-domaln D An eLtendtd database (database
for short) of type (al,
, n,) with u-domaln D 1s of
the form (0, TV,
TV)
MuNow we define tile notion of ID-relataons
ltlvely, an ID-relation
of a relation T 1s obtained from
T by appending
each tuple In 7 with Its tld which
1s determmed
according to the way tuples in T are
grouped
Let T be an n-ary relation of type a, and
T, denote
a selection of tuples in T which satisfy the
condltlon c Let also ~1be a tuple of distinct attrlbute
An ID-relation
of T on v 1s
numbers m (1,
, n}
an (n + 1)-ary relation of type a 1 with the same
u-domain as T, and each of Its tuples 1s composed of a
tuple m T and a tld which 1s asslgned w r t the corresponding
sub-relation
grouped by attributes
11121
, IT,/ - l} is a one-to-one
Suppose f,” T, ---t (0, 1,
and onto function for each relation T and each condltlon c Then an ID-relation
of T on v 1s an (n + 1)-ary
3Although
we are prmmly
mterested
in programs
with no
general fun&on
symbols,
the IDLOG
programs
ue define here
can be natnrally
extended
to allow them
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relatloll

dehed

{t’d
Note

bv

t’ E r, t’[v] = t, ff=“(t’)

that when u 1s an empty

IDLOG clauses Throughout
this paper, we assume
each use of an arrthmetrc predmates IS safe [Zan86]
whrch 1s guaranteed through a sufficient condltron
for each lateral I contarnmg an arrthmetm
predicate
m the body of a clause r, a “sufficient”
number of arguments of I must be bound m the body of the same
clause, 1 e , each of them either 1s a constant or appears m a posrtrve literal contaming
no arrthmetm
predicates m the body of r For example, rn the following program,

z d}

tuple, the above reduces

to
{t’d
1 e , eclch tuple

2’ E 7, f;,“‘(t’)

= d},

of T 1s assrgned a unique

trd

Exanrplc
1 Let T = {(a, c), (a,d), (b, c)}, then the
ID-relatrons
of T on the attrrbute tuple (1) are

da, 1)
P@, N) +- n(X, N), +(N, L M)
P-V& N) + q(X, N), +(L, M, N)
the first occurrence of + 1s not allowed, since there are
infinitely many solutrons for the equation 1 + L = M,
the second occurrence of + 1s allowed since there are
only finite number of solutrons for the equation
L +
M = 1 Thus, for the arrthmetm predicate +, allowed
combmatrons
of bound (b) and unbound (11) arguments are “bbb”, “bbn”,
“bnb”, “nbb”, and “nnb”
(note that this 1s only a sufficient condrtron for ensuring safety) Smlrlarly, we can define the sufficient
numbers for all other arrthmetrc predicates
A unaversal mtelpletatton
U of an IDLOG program
P 1s an IDLOG mterprctatron
of P wluch assigns to
each ordinary predicate 111P of sort sr
s, the
set lJr X
x U, such that for each z, U, = the uuniverse of U rf s, = 0, and U, = N otherwrse
Note
that there 1s no other restrrctron on the assrgnment
for ID-predicates
m a umversal interpretation
Every
umversal mterpretatlon
of an IDLOG program P 1s
also a model of P
Consrder an IDLOG program P The Herbrand
universe of P, 1s the muon of N and the set of all constants of sort u m P (if there 1s no constant of sort u
111P then a new constant will be added) Henceforth,
when mentromng formulae, we will assume they are
of the right sorts
Let HP be the set of all predrcates m P and their correspondmg
ID-versions
or ordinary predicates
The Herbrand base of P consrsts of
ground atoms constructed from all predicates rn Hp,
and constants m the Herbrand universe of P A 11erbrand znterpretatzon of P 1s a subset of the Herbrand
base of P whrch satisfies the requirement
of being an
IDLOG mterpretatron,
1 e relations assigned to ordrnar) predicates and their ID-versions
stand m right
relatronshrp

{(a, c, l), (a, 4 01, (b, c, O)}, and
{(~,c,O),(~,d,l),(b,c,o))
I

2 2

Languages

and Interpretations

Consrder a two-sorted first-order logic language with
sorts u and 1 Constants of sort u are elements of U
and constants of sort I are 0, 1,
Each mterpretatzon I of this language contains two unzueT.ses, namely
u-universe and I-universe, where the latter 1s intended
to be the set N Equality symbols (for both sorts) are
assumed 111this language
We also assume the exrstence of standard
arzthmetac pledacates, such as +,
-1 *, / (of sort (I, I, I), and < (of sort (I,I)) Sorts of
predicates dre also written as 0, 1 sequences denoting
attributes
of sort II and sort I respectively
For convenience, we will not mention the sorts of variables and
predicates rf they can be inferred from the context
An IDLOG
language L 1s a such language with addrtronal ID-predicates
Let v be a (possibly empty)
tuple of drstrnct attributes
m (1,
n}
For each
ordinary n-ary predicate
symbol p of’sort a, an IDversion of p on v 1s a predicate symbol of sort a 1,
denoted by p[v]
Th e set of all ID-predzcates m an
IDLOG language L 1s the set of all ID-versrons of ordmary predrcates m L Hereinafter,
unless stated otherwrse, we will ignore arrthmetrc
predrcates for they
have respective intended meanings
IDLOG znterpretatzons
are extensrons of first-order
logic mterpretatrons
An IDLOG mterpretatron
I, m
addrtron to the usual assrgnment of a relatron to each
ordinary predicate, assigns to each ID-predicate
p[v]
an ID-relation
of pz on v, whtre p’ 1s the relation
assigned by I to the predicate p An atom (resp a
lrteral) 1s called an ID-atom (resp an ID-Zzteral) rf rt
contains an ID-predicate,
and Ci non-ID-atom
(resp
a non-ID-lzteral)
otherwise
The predzcute symbol of
a non-ID-Zzteral
A 1s the ordinary
predicate
m A,
whrle the predzcate symbol of un ID-lateral B 1s the
ID-predicate
m B An IDLOG clause 1s a sentence
YkXk)(A
+- B1
of the (Skolem) form (V”lX1
A B,), where B,‘s are any hterals, and A 1s
A
a non-ID-atom
contammg
no equalrty or arrthmetrc
predicates
And an IDLOG program
1s a finite
set of

2.3

Perfect-Model
IDLOG
Programs

Semantics

of

Recently, findmg an approprrate
declarative
semantics for Zogzc programs
(DATALOG’
with function
symbols)
has attracted
much attentlolt
[ABW88,
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GL88, Prz88b, Prz88a, VG88, VGRS88]
In the following, we ~111give an intended semantics for IDLOG
programs which 1s a natural extension of the perfectmodel semantzcs for logic programs [Prz88b, Prz88a]
We first discuss the lnapproprlateness
of mmlmalmodel semantics for definzte programs m IDLOG, 1 e ,
posltlve IDLOG programs contammg no ID-hterals
Consider the definite program P given by
P(a)
q(b)
The followmg
MI = {da),

are both mmlmal
p[l(a,

Oh pCll(a,

models of P
O), q(b), dl(b,

01,

J42 = {p(a), p(b), PU(b, 01, pO(a, 11, zdll(a,

01,

n[ll(h 0))
z4llb O),n(b)>d.l(b,01,q[ll(b,0))

Apparently,
M2 contains p(b) which 1s not what we
really want
The problem comes from the requlrement that tld’s are contmuous and begin with zero,
which can force some unnecessary non-ID-atoms
to
be m the mmlmal models Thus, the mmlmal-model
semantics 1s not appropriate
for even definite programs in IDLOG
However, as shown below, If we
regard each ordinary
predicate as havmg a “higher
priority”
than all of its ID-versions, perfect-model
semantles can be suitably defined for definite programs
In fact, as shown in Theorem 1, the perfect-model
semantlcs for definite programs 111IDLOG IS a natural
extension of the one for defimte programs m standard
(first-order)
logic
Before defining
perfect models of IDLOG
programs, we first extend the prlorlty
relations < and
5 for logic programs to IDLOG programs as follows
Let P be an IDLOG program
Suppose p, q, s, and t
are predicates m Hp The prlorlty relation < and the
auxiliary relation < for P are defined by the followmg
rules
l

l

l

p < q, if p IS an ID-version

of q,

p < q, d p 1s m the head and q 1s the predicate
of a negative literal m the body of a clause in P,
p < q, if p = q, or if p 1s m the head and q 1s
the predicate of a posltlve literal m the body of
a clause in P

We also assume that 5 1s transztzve and < 1s related
to -< m the expected way
. if p 5 q and q 5 s, then p < s,
. if p < q and q < s (resp
t ‘c 41,
l

If p < q the11 p 5 q

t < p) then p < s (resp

Notice that the prlorlty
relation < defined above 1s
transitive
as well
Suppose that Al and iir are two dlstmct models
of an IDLOG program
We say that N 1s preferable
to M (written
N << M), d for every predicate p for
which the set pN - pM 1s not empty, there 1s a predicate q m P such that p < q and the set qM - qN IS
not empty A model M of P 1s perfect if there are no
models preferable to It We write M 5 N, If M = N
or M << N It 1s observed that for each IDLOG program P, a perfect model of P 1s also a mmlmal model
of P, but even for definite programs, a mmlmal model
1s not necessarily a perfect model As an example, the
model M1 1s preferable to M2, and, therefore, M2 1s
not a perfect model
However, the set of all perfect
models of a definite program P (in IDLOG)
can be
easily characterized
by the unique mmlmal model of
P in standard logic
Theorem
1 Suppose P zs a defimte program
An
IDLOG anterpretataon
M 7s a pe7fect model of P
zff the set of all non-ID-atoms
an M as the unaque
manlmal model of P m standard logac I
Yet, as we I\now, a logic program may not have a
perfect model [Prz88b], to avoid the same sltuatlon,
we naturally
extend the defimtlon of strat7ficatzon for
logic programs to IDLOG programs
Defimtron
1 An IDLOG progra7n P as stratified
J
and 0711~ 7f we can decompose the set Hp Into
, H,, called strata, so
dasloant sets Ho, HI,
that
1 for each ID-ver\lon
p[w] of an ord777ary
predacate p an P p[v] belo7zgs to U {H,
p E Ht & J > t), and
,
, A,, ~BI,
2 for every clause C’ + Al,
TB~ an P, where A, ‘s and B, ‘s are atoms,

we have
l

l

for all a, stratum(A,)
and
for all a, sttatum(B,)

2

stratum(C),

< stratum(C),

where stratum(X)
= 1 7f the predacate symbol of
X belongs to Hk Any partacular decomposat7on
H,}
of Hp satasfyzng the above
{Ho, HI,
condataons as Lalled a stratlficatlon
of P I
Proposltlon
1 For each stratajied IDLOG p7og7um
,
P, there eaxsts a strataficataon
Ho, HI,
,
Hzn+l such that each stratum an {Ho, Hz,
Hzn} contaans only ortlanary pledacates, and for
a =O,
, n, each stratuln Hz%+1 contaans all the
ID-versaons of each ortlma7 y pledacute an 112,

Now, UC have the followlug main result about
fect models of IDLOG programs

per-

this paper, we will mamly focus on computable
determlmstlc
queries
A more thorough
dlscusslon
of computable
non-determmlstlc
queries defined by
IDLOG programs appears III [She901
Suppose P 1s a stratified IDLOG program
An anput predacate of an IDLOG program P 1s an ordinary
predicate q such that Q does not appear 111the head of
any clause m P, and q appears 111 P or an ID-lerslon
of q appears m P, an ordinary predicate p 1s an output
predacate of P lf p appears m the head of some clause
m P Note that the sort of each input predicate and
output predicate 1s required to be elementary, and the
arithmetic
predicates are not counted either as Input
predicates or as output predicates
Now, assume D =
dm},
and
pl
(of
sort
al),
Pn (of sort G)
-t&I
are mpit predicates of P Let r = (i, TV,
T,,) be
a database of type si = (al,
a,)
Let al& udom
be a predicate symbol which repkesents the u-domain
of the input database
The program P U (~~(2) 1 2
j 5 n 8.~ t E TV} U {udom(d,)
a = 1, m} is called
a database program denoted by (P, 1) Throughout
this paper, we assume, m addition
to the usual axioms of standard logic, the following axioms [Re183]
for database programs
In

Theorem
2 For every model N of a stratajied
IDLOG program P, there exasts a perfect model
M of P such that M j N Thus, every stratafied
IDLOG program has at least one perfect model
I
The correspondmg
result m [Prz88b] for stratified
logic programs can be thought of as a special case of
the above theorem The perfect-model
semantics for
IDLOG programs can therefore be slmllarly defined
To overcome the so called unaversal-query
problem
[Prz88a], the above result can be extended to general
mterpretatlons
along the lmes of [Prz88a]

3

The Expressive
IDLOG

Power

of

In this section, we first define IDLOG queries Then
we discuss the expressive power of IDLOG programs
A sub-class of stratlfied IDLOG programs defines the
class of al! computable determmlstlc
queries

3.1

IDLOG

l

Equalaty

l

[Jnaque Name Axaoms

Queries

The followmg defimtlon of queries 1s an extension of
the one defined m [C’H80, Cha81]
Some termmologles are borrowed from [HS89] and [AV88]
An elementary relation tvpe 1s a relation type containing no l’s Suppose for a > 0, a, is an elementary
relation type A (non-determanastac)
query f of type
is a partial function giving, for
E=(a1,
, a,)+ao
each database of type 7i, an output (If any) which 1s a
non-empty set of finite relations of type a0 such that
the u-domam of each relation m the output 1s the
same as the u-domain of the input database
When
an input database r contams only one relation T and
the u-domam of 1 1s lmmaterlal
to the context, we
wdl write T instead of r Each relation m the output
of a query f with input I 1s called a maybe-answer of
f(r)
A query 1s said to be determanzstac if for each
appropriate
mput, the output (if any) contains only
one maybe-answer
Let C be a finite subset of U A
query f of type &+a0 1s C-generac If for each database
r of type ii and for each relation T of type a~, T E f(l)
o oler U with
lff C(T) E f(a(r)) f or each permutation
vx E c, (7(x) = ZL( c 1s naturally
extended to relations and databases)
A query f IS computable lff xt
1s C-generic (for some C) and the mput-output
relation {(r, T) 7 E f(r)} is d recursively enumerable set
Note that m particular,
when f IS determmlstlc,
f 1s
computable
lff lt 1s C-generic and pal taal recursave

l

Domaan
x

Axaoms,

Closure

Axaom

for each a # J, d, # d, ,
V’X

(X

= dl V

V

= d,)

Let PERFQ be the set of all perfect (Herbrand)
models of the database program Q = (P, r) Then for each
output predicate q of sort ao, P defines an IDLOG
query q of type Z+ao as follows
q(r)

=

I

{q’
I E PERFQ},
unde f aned,

af U PERFQ as fanate
o/w

Example
2 The followmg IDLOG
program P defines the same queries man and woman
that are
defined by the disJunctive
program
man(X)
V
woman(X)
+- person(X)
(based on the perfectmodel semantics of disjunctive
programs defined
m [Prz88b])
sez(X, 0)
sex(X, 1)
man(X)
+-- person(X),
sez[l](X,
0, 0)
woman(X)
+ person(X),
sez[l](X,
1, 0)
The queries man and woman
defined by P are
as follows Suppose 7 = {(a), (b)}, and the input
database IS ({u,b},
T) Now, the interpretation
for man and wornan in each perfect model of the
correspondmg
database program 1s either one of
the followmg
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{JJL071(G), 772(272(b)},
{JJLUTt(U), WOJ7ZUJt(b)},
{woJrlnn(n), mnn(b)},
{woman(u),
woman(b)}
Therefore,
man(r)
=
(0, -l(n)),

3.2

i(b))!

Expressive

l(n),

(b)ll

enhanced expressive power Theorem 4 below shows
the llmltatlon
of stratified DATALOG’
m the twosorted first-order logic defined before
woman(r)

Theorem
4 EVEN
fied DATALOG’
order logac I

=

’

Power

cannot be defined by any stratzprogram an the two-sorted fil st-

Theorem 5 further shows that the non-determmlsm
provided by dlsJunctlve programs does not contribute
much to the expressive power either

An IDLOG program P 1s said to be ID-zndependent
w r t an output predicate q m P if and only If the
query q defined by P 1s determmlstlc
The set of all
ID-independent
programs 1s not restrlctlve
m terms
of evpresslve power In fact,

Theorem
5 EVEN cannot be defined by any stratafied dasjunctave DATALOG’
program an the
two-sorted first-order logic I

Theorem
3 The class of IDLOG
querzes defined
by stratajied ID-andependent
IDL OG PI ogl ams as
equzvalent to the class of computable determznastzc qtcelzes I

m
ID-predicates
addmg
Therefore,
deductive databases has Its own value m enhancmg
the expressive power
Yet, the enhanced expressive
power has its own price

We show 111 the followmg
how the quenes EVEN
and EQUAL
are defined m IDLOG
Let 1 = (D), a
database contammg no relations
The query EVEN
of type () + 0 can be represented as4

Theorem
6 In general, the problem
of dectdang
whether an IDLOG program as ID-andependent
w r t a query as undecadable I
However, m the next section, we give a general suff~clent test for ldentlfymg ID-independent
IDLOG proprograms m this pagrams All the ID-independent
per can be recognized by this test

The followmg ID-mdependent
program defines EVEN
(there may be some more efficient programs defining
EVEN)
to(M) +- udom[(N,
M)
count-udom(M)
+- to(M), +0(N),
+(M, 1, N)
t(0, 0) + to(o)
t(L1, 1) t -1(L, O), 2O(Ll) +(L, 1, Ll)
t(L1, 0) + t(L, l), tO(Ll), +(L, 1, L1)
EVEN(X)
+-- t(L, 0), count-udom(L),
udom(X)
Now consider
EQUAL((D,

the query

EQUAL

3.3

of type (0,O) --t 0

T, s)) =

EQUAL(X)

t p?(X), ‘ps(X),
count-ps(M)
+ ps(X), yp~(X),
count-ps(M)

Test
Programs

for

As shown before, the problem of decldmg whether an
IDLOG program 1s ID-mdependent
w r t a query IS
m general undecidable
Fortunately,
a rather general
sufficient test exists for ldentlfymg
ID-mdependent
The idea 1s to first adorn the given
IDLOG programs
Our algorithm 1s basically an extension of
program
the one m [RBKSS] used for adornmg ezastentzul arguments
The input of the algorithm
IS a stratified
IDLOG program (actually, a portlon of the program
related to the query predicate),
and the output 1s
an adorned version of the input
For each ID-literal
1 contammg an ID-predicate
p[v], the last argument
(contammg the tld) of 1 1s called the ID-argument
of
1, and the other arguments not m v are called target arguments of 1 The purpose of this adornment
process 1s to test whether there exists an ID-hteral
1
m the mput program whose ID-argument
IS somehow
related to an) of its target arguments
If there 1s no
such ID-llteral,
then the program 1s ID-mdependent
w r t the query predicate (Theorem ‘7)
For each predicate p and each string a of d’s and
n’s, pa 1s called an adorned t’er$aon of p In an ado7 ned
, X,,) (resp ‘pa’
vtiSa0n pa1 an(Xl,
aTx(X1,
,

Let count-pr
and count-ps be the predicates
which
compute (one less than) the size of pr and the size of
ps respectively
The followmg ID-mdependent
program defines EQUAL
EQUAL(X)

Sufficient
A
ID-independent

count-pr(M),
count-pr(hl),

We verify here that however, m IDLOG,
the mfimte mterpreted
domam 1s not the malu cause for the
4The same query 1s called ODD m [C’Hsr,
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Xn)) of a literal p(X1,
, Xn) (resp
~p(X1,
,
,Y7z)), each argument X, IS said to be adorned as a,
(wluch 1s either d or n) Note that each argument
adorned as d by this algorithm 1s not necessarily an
existential
argument
A clause r 1s related to an output predicate q m the same program P If the head
predicate of r appears either m a clause defining q or
in a clause related to q (a recursive definition)
The
program portzon related to q m P, denoted by P/q,
1s the set of all clauses m P which are related to q
A pzvot 1s an adorned version of a predicate prefixed
with a positive sign (+) or a negative sign (-)
Suppose P 1s a stratified IDLOG program, and q 1s one of
P’s output predicates
The algorithm 1s as follows
Algorrt

hm

The algorithm
always termmates
smce the number
of adorned predicates
14 fimte
The followmg
theorem provides a suflklent
test for identifying
IDindependent
IDLOG programs
Theorem
‘7 Suppose
gram and q 2s an
fol each ID-Mel al
the ID-argument
talget arguments
zs ID-zndependent

Note that the algorithm
will adorn as d the only target argument
(the first argument)
of the ID-literal
udom[](N, M) in the program defining EVEN m the
previous subsection
Therefore, the program 1s an IDindependent
program recognized bv this test, and so
1s the program defining EQUAL
However, there ma)
exist some programs which define EVEN (or EQUAL)
but cannot be recognized by this test

1

[Input]P/cl
[Output]

Q

(1)

Imtially,
+q”
n

S only contains

(2)

For each unmarked
either + or -),

P zs a skatzjied IDLOG proonfput predzcate of P Assume
1 tn any clause an Q, ezther
of 1 zs adorned as d or all the
of 1 are adorned as d Then P
w I t q I

an unmarked pivot

pivot T = &pa m S (E 1s

4

. If p 1s an ordinary predicate, then for each
clause that has p m its head, generate an
adorned version of that clause with the head
predicate pa as described m (*) below and
add it to Q, then we mark the pivot ‘71in S,

Extended

IDLOG

Queries

So far, we have seen some functions m\olvmg
aggregation such as EVEN and EQUAL
The input and
output of these functions
are required not to contam interpreted
constants
In practical database systems, more general queries involving
aggregation
are
usually used as built-m functions
In the following,
we show that aggregate operators, a general notion of
queries mvolvmg aggregation,
can also be efficiently
defined m IDLOG

(K) In choosmg an adornment for a literal
In the body, an argument
of a posltlve literal or a negative ID-hteral
1s
adorned as d if the variable m it does
not occur anywhere else m the clause,
except possibly m an argument m the
head adorned as d All other arguments
are adorned a5 n The adorned version
of a clause may generate additional unmarked pivots
After the adorned version of each clause 1s created, for each
adorned predicate tc m the body of an
adorned clause, S = S U {+t’}
if tC appears m a positive literal, and S = S U
{-t’}
if tC appears in a negative literal
(both +tC and --tC are unmarked)

4.1

Extended

Queries

As discussed m [CH80], to answer quenes mvolvmg
aggregation
such as “sum up the salaries of all employees” or “how many students are there m a certain
class”, we need to consider a potentially
infinite domain with some intended meaning
This 1s one of
our motlvatlons
for defimng an extended notion of
queries
Without
loss of generahty, we assume N to
be the interpreted
domaln
An extended query 1s a
query which allows the input and output to contain
numbers
Now the defimtlon of C-generic extended
queries 1s an extension of the one for queries such that
the mapping c 1s also an ldentlty on N A determlmstic extended query f 1s computable
lff lt 1s C-generic
(for some C) and partial recursive

. if p 1s an ID-predicate,
say p[v], then for
each clause that has p m its head, generate
an adorned version of that clause with the
head predicate pb as described m (*) and
add it to Q, where b 1s obtained from a by
dropping
the last character 111a If E 1s +,
and b 1s an adornment of all d’s if E 1s -,
then we mark the pilot 7r in S

Theorem
8 Each detelmznzstac extended query defined by a stratafied ID-andependent
IDLOG PIOgram as computable
I

I
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4.2

Aggregate

Operators

<count,v,b>
(resp <sum,v, b>, etc ) Among the
aggregate operator classes defined before COUNT and
SUM are the hardest m a sense that if me can define (each aggregate operator m) one of them in a
language which 1s at least as powerful as stratified
DATALOG’
programs (in a two sorted logic), then
in this language we can also define all classes of aggregate operators considered m this paper On the other
hand, if a language cannot define the class EVEN (or
ODD) then, usually, it cannot define either COUNT
or SUM Thus, EVEN can serve as an lmtial test of
whether a language can define all classes of aggregate
operators
This somehow explains the reason why
the queries EVEN and EQUAL defined before have
been commonly used for the purpose of exploring the
expressive power of various database languages
We say that a class F of aggregate operators substmles another class G of aggregate operators (w r t
stratified
DATALOG’
programs),
written
as G C
F, if assuming each aggregate operator 111 F can he
defined by a stratified
DATALOG’
program,
then
we can define all aggregate operators in G by stratIt is easy to
ified DATALOG’
programs as well
see that MAX and MlN can be defined by stratifies
DATALOG’
programs, EVEN c COUNT, alid EVEN
and ODD subsumes each other Moreover,

A m&set,
denoted by (*
*}, is a collection of
objects that are not necessarily dlstlnct
We define
aggregate functions
on multisets
so that duplicates
can be counted m evaluation
(multlsets occur naturally as a result of applymg proJectloll operators)
An
aggregate fun&on
takes a finite multiset as an argument and produces a smgle simple value as d result
Considered 1s tlus paper are the following aggregate
functions
sum, count, mInImum, maxlmum, even, and
odd (the aggregate function average can be snnulated
through encodmgs)
Suppose u 1s a tuple of numbers
n} Then ~[ti] (resp i[u]) denotes the proin (1,
jection ol the n-ary relation r (resp the Tl-ary tuple
t) on attributes
m u Assume f 1s an aggregate function, a = s1
s,, is a 0, 1 sequence, b E (1,
, n},
and v = (vl,
v,,) IS a tuple of attribute
numbers
n} in ayyregate operator <f, v, b>” 1%a
In 11,
n
query of t&e (a)-is,,
s,ln 1 (the superscript
will be omitted if it 1s lmmaterlal
to the context,)
For
each finite relation 7, -;f, tl,b> (T) 1s defined by the
following SQL [Ce’iG, Ull82] query
SELECT 11,i(b)
FROM I
GROUP BY v
That is, if T IS non-empty,
then for edch aggregate
function f,
<f,v, b> (r) = {tc c = f(s), where s =
{* t’[b] it’ E r[u C] s t t’[uj = t *} }
When v 15 an empty tuple, the above defimtion reduces to
<f, (), b> (7) = {c c = f(s), where s =
{* CL 3 t T s t t[b] = a ‘} }
In the abo>c defimtlons,
the grouping operation
1s
performed only on exl\tmg tuples m the argument relation, i e the aggregate function f in the defimtlon
gets no empty-set
arguments
We extend the defimtlon to empty sets by assuming that <f, u, b> (0) =

Theorem

1 COUNT c SUM
2 SUM L COUNT
3 COUNT g EVEN I
Therefore, COUNT and SUM are the hardest aggregate operator classes
The folNow let p be a ternary
predicate
lowing program defines the aggregate
operator
<
count, (l), 2>
T(X, A) + dll&
<count,(l),J>(X,
Accordingly,
in IDLOG

Example
3 Let T = {( ~1, 4 JOO), (a, e, JOO), (b,
f, 500), (c, d, IOO), (c, f, 200))
Then <
sum,(L), 3> (T) -= {(d, sum({*
200, 200 })),
(c, sum({* 300 *I-)), (f, sum({* 500, 200 *}))} =

l

4 3

5

400), (e, 300)) (f, TOO)> 1

Defining
IDLOG

Aggregate

Operators

Y, Z, A)
N) + T(X, M), -, T(X, N),
+(M,

0

{(d

9

each aggregate

Evaluation
queries

1, N)

operator

can be defined

of

IDLOG

There 1s a number of strategies for elaluatmg
logic
queries bottom up (see [BR86] for a survey)
Some of
these strategies, such as System Graphs [KL85, ICL86]
The
can be extended to evaluate IDLOG
queries
basic idea 1s to add some mechanism for generating
instances of ID-predicates
based on the generated instances of their corresponding
ordinary predicates ac-

in

Before dlscussmg ho\< IDLOG
defines these aggregate operators, \ce first look at the hardness of aggregate operators
Let COUNT (resp
SUM, etc ) denote the class of all aggrcg<lte operators of the form
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cordmg to different assignments of tld’s
For determlmstlc IDLOG queries, the evaluation
process can
he m general more efficient
Indeed, they are defined by stratified ID-mdependent
IDLOG programs
The ID-independence
allows us to efficiently
evaluate these queries Since each ordinary predicate m a
stratified IDLOG program has a priority higher than
all its ID-versions
and different assignments
of tld’s
do not affect the output, we need to consider only one
particular
assignment function
We can thus choose
the one which assigns tld’s to tuples of p in accordance
nlth the order they were “created” when p was being
evaluated
To answer queries such as “does some tuple satisfy
certain properties”
or “retrieve
a tuple which satisfies certain properties”,
top-down
evaluation
(see
also [BR86] for a survey) seems more appropriate
Besides, m IDLOG, one can also ask maybe querzes
(queries which only ask for a maybe-answer)

thank Yehoshua Saglv and David Scott Warren for
their mslghtful remarhs
Thanks are also due to the
anonymous referees for helpful comments on the draft
of this paper
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